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Abstract—A novel control strategy which enables proportional linear and nonlinear loads sharing among paralleled inverters and voltage harmonic suppression is proposed in this paper. The proposed method is based on the autonomous currents sharing controller (ACSC) instead of conventional power droop control to provide fast transient response, decoupling control and large stability margin. The current components at different sequences and orders are decomposed by a multi-second-order generalized integrator-based frequency locked loop (MSOGI-FLL). A harmonic-orthogonal-virtual-resistances controller (HOVR) is used to proportionally share current components at different sequences and orders independently among the paralleled inverters. Proportional resonance controllers tuned at selected frequencies are used to suppress voltage harmonics. Simulations based on two 2.2 kW paralleled three-phase inverters are carried out to validate the performance of the proposed method.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The islanded microgrid (MG) powered by batteries and renewable energy sources can be deployed to alleviate the power shortage pressure, as shown in Fig. 1. However, the increasing usage of power electronics-based interfacing inverters for distributed generation (DG) units will result in harmonic interaction and even lead to resonances in MG. In addition, the presences of nonlinear loads, passive harmonic filters, and parasitic capacitors in distribution feeders, induce harmonic current and low order harmonic resonance [1]-[4].

In order to maintain the harmonic components of the voltage output within the required limitation, and to share the harmonic currents among the paralleled voltage controlled inverters (VCIs), a number of investigations have been conducted to address these challenges. In [5], a droop control based on the reactive volt-ampere consumption of harmonics of each interface converter is proposed. The G–H and Q–G droop controls were employed to share harmonics and unbalanced currents among DG units in islanded MGs in [6]. An enhanced harmonic current sharing approach is discussed in [7]. The virtual impedances at fundamental and harmonic frequencies are regulated using DG line current and point of common coupling voltage feed-forward terms. Therefore, the impacts of mismatched physical feeder impedances are compensated, and better reactive and harmonic power sharing are realized.

A power-harmonic conductance droop was proposed in [8]. However, since the RMS values of total active and reactive harmonic power were used, harmonic components at different sequences and orders cannot be controlled separately.

Communication-based approaches for harmonic current sharing improvement have been reported. In [9], the harmonic compensation was calculated using a secondary controller and then sent to VCIs at the primary level. A voltage waveform control approach for suppressing harmonics was proposed in [10] to achieve harmonic voltage redistribution process in an islanded microgrid.

However, these aforementioned harmonic current sharing control strategies were all developed based on power droop control, which has small stability margin and relatively slow transient response mainly caused by low-pass filters. Therefore a novel simple and effective autonomous current-sharing controller (ACSC) for paralleled three-phase VCIs is proposed in [11]. A control structure consists of a synchronous-reference-frame virtual resistance (SRF-VR) loop and an SRF-based phase-locked loop (SRF-PLL) are used to replace the conventional droop controller in order to obtain faster response and more accurate power sharing performance. However, the control principle discussed in [11] is only related to the fundamental current sharing.
In order to deal with harmonic current sharing, an ACSC based new control strategy is investigated in this paper, thereby the decoupled current sharing performance and stability margin is maintained. Moreover, a multi-second-order generalized integrator based frequency-locked-loop (MSOGI-PLL) is used to decompose current components at different sequences and orders. A harmonic-orthogonal-virtual-resistances (HOVR) controller is adopted to improve harmonic current-sharing performance. The proportional resonance (PR) controllers tuned at selected frequencies in voltage control loops are used to suppress voltage harmonics. Finally, the load currents at different frequencies among the paralleled VCs can be shared proportionally and independently. A simulation model consists of two improved ACSC-based VSIs and a nonlinear load is established in Simulink/Matlab to validate the performance of the proposed control strategy.

II. CONVENTIONAL ACSC STRUCTURE REVIEW

The conventional ACSC is used to control VCs to proportionally share the load current among the paralleled VCs instead of the well-known droop controller, as shown in Fig. 2 [11]. A SRF-PLL is used for calculating the phase angular of voltage output. The voltage reference $V_{ref}$ is generated by combining the constant amplitude reference ($|V_{ref}|$) and the phase angular ($\theta$) generated by the SRF-PLL. The PR-based inner voltage and current controllers ($G_i(s)$ and $G_v(s)$) are adopted in $\alpha\beta$ reference frame. The current output of each VCI ($I_{oq}$) is transformed to the SRF. The current outputs in $dq$ reference frame are independently controlled by SRF-VR loop. The closed loop transfer function of the system can be described as follows:

$$T_{plan}(s) = \frac{V_o(s)}{V_{ref}(s)} = \frac{G(s)[1 + G_{eql}(s)Z_{ineq}(s)]}{1 + G_{eql}(s)Z_{ineq}(s) + G_{v}(s)G(s) + G_{eql}(s)Z_{ineq}(s)} \quad (1)$$

where $G(s)$ presents the tracking performance of the output voltage following voltage reference, $Z_{ineq}(s)$ is the equivalent output impedance of the inverter, $Z_{ineq}(s)$ is the line impedance, $G_{eql}(s)$ is the equivalent load admittance, $G_{v}(s)$ is equal to $R_{oq}/R_{eql} + R_{oq}/sL_{eql}$.

When supplying active loads with resistance line impedance, the $d$-axis current flowing through the SRF-VR will drop the direct voltage, causing a decrease in the output voltage amplitude. Hence, a droop characteristic is imposed by adapting the voltage output amplitude according to SRF-VR, which endows the $I_{oq} - V$ droop characteristic to the system. Meanwhile, even though the SRF-PLL is trying to synchronize the inverter with common AC bus, in the case of supplying reactive loads, the $q$-axis current flowing through the SRF-VR will produce an unavoidable quadrature voltage drop, which will cause an increase in SRF-PLL frequency. Thus, the mechanism inherently endows an $I_{oq} - \omega$ droop characteristic in each inverter.

The relationships of $I_{oq}$, $I_{oq}$, $R_{oq}$, and $R_{oq}$ can be expressed for number $N$ of converters as shown in 2(a) and 2(b). The current outputs $I_{oq}$ and $I_{oq}$ of the VCs are inversely proportional to the corresponding SRF-VR. Therefore, the current outputs in $dq$ reference frame of each VCI can be regulated independently.

$$I_{oq}R_{oq1} = I_{oq}R_{oq2} = \cdots = I_{oq}R_{oqN} \quad (2a)$$
$$I_{oq}R_{oq1} = I_{oq}R_{oq2} = \cdots = I_{oq}R_{oqN} \quad (2b)$$

As the parallel-VCIs should be stable at the cross zero point of the phase-frequency characteristic based on (1), the relationship of $R_{oq}$, $I_{oq}$, and $\omega$ can be obtained by presetting $R_{oq}$ and $I_{oq}$ to fixed values. The relationship of $R_{oq}$, $I_{oq}$, and $\omega$ with zero line impedances is shown in Figs. 3-4.
III. PROPOSED ACSC-BASED HARMONIC CURRENT SHARING CONTROL STRATEGY

Even though the conventional ACSC-based VCI is properly designed to maintain the stable operation of fundamental voltage frequency/magnitude and to share the fundamental $d$- and $q$-axis current outputs according to the SRF-VR ratio, the proportional harmonic current components sharing among the paralleled VCIs cannot be guaranteed. Fig. 5 shows the relationship of $v_{iqR}$, $5$th $q$I and $\omega$ at $5$th harmonic frequency. It can be seen that as the $v_{iqR}$ or $\omega$ changing, the $5$th $q$I has non-linear and huge changes. Similarly, the relationship between $5$th $q$I and $\omega$ can be derived when $v_{iqR}$ is preset to fixed values, as shown in Fig. 6. In order to overcome this problems, three main improvements including the fundamental frequency estimation, the harmonic current decomposition and the proposed HOVR, are added to the ACSC control strategy.

A. Phase estimation with distorted voltage

When supplying the nonlinear loads in an islanded MG with ACSC-based VCIs, the inevitable distorted voltage output resulting from the harmonic equivalent impedance of VCIs and the insufficient harmonic current supply capability will influence the fundamental phase estimation of the regular SRF-PLL, thereby deteriorating the stability of the paralleled VCIs. Therefore, a notch filter, as described in (3), is adopted to abstract the fundamental voltage component from the distorted VCI voltage output.

$$G_{\text{notch}}(s) = \frac{n_{\text{notch}}s}{s^2 + n_{\text{notch}}s + \omega_0^2}$$

(3)

where $\omega_0$ is the fundamental angular frequency, the attenuation performance of the notch filter can be adjusted by regulating $n_{\text{notch}}$, as presented in Fig. 7.

B. Harmonic current components decomposition

It can be seen from Fig. 8 that a MSOGI-FLL is adopted to decompose the VCI current output into different sequences and orders orthogonally. SOGI controllers with different orders are used to calculated the corresponding orthogonal current components ($I_{\text{q1}}$ and $qI_{\text{q1}}$), as follows:

$$D_{\text{q1}}(s) = \frac{k_{\text{SOGI}}s}{s^2 + k_{\text{SOGI}}s + \omega_0^2}$$

(4)

$$Q_{\text{q1}}(s) = \frac{k_{\text{SOGI}}a_1^2}{s^2 + k_{\text{SOGI}}a_1^2 + \omega_0^2}$$

(5)

Where $\omega_q$ is the harmonic angular frequency calculated by SOGI-based FLL, $k_{\text{SOGI}}$ is used to adjust the dynamic performance of SOGI. $I_{\text{q1}}$ is used as the feedback of harmonic decoupling network (HDN) to abstract the current components at different orders from sampled current output $I_{\text{q1}}$ in the stationary reference frame, as shown in (6).

$$I_{\text{q1}} = I_{\text{q1}} - \sum_{n=2}^\infty I_{n\text{q1}}$$

(6)

A positive-negative-sequence calculation block (PNSC) is used to decompose different sequence components ($I_{1\text{q1}}^\text{th}$ and $qI_{1\text{q1}}^\text{th}$) from $I_{\text{q1}}$ and $qI_{\text{q1}}$, which can be expressed as follows:

$$I_{1\text{q1}} = \frac{1}{2}(I_{1\text{q1}} - qI_{1\text{q1}})$$

(7)

$$I_{1\text{q1}} = \frac{1}{2}(qI_{1\text{q1}} + I_{1\text{q1}})$$

(8)
The resonant frequency ($\omega$) of SOGI is estimated by SOGI-based FLL, in which the gain $r_{\text{FLL}}$ is used to adjust its dynamic performance.

C. Proposed HOVR

Since the SRF-VR loop will influence the frequency and magnitude at zero phase delay point based on the VCI’s transfer function, the fundamental $d$- and $q$-axis current outputs can be shared among the original ACSC-based VCIs. The same control principle can be implemented to share the harmonic current outputs among the VCIs. The decomposed current components in the stationary reference frame ($I_{\alpha\beta}^{i}$) are used for improving harmonic current output capability. In Fig. 8, the decomposed current components can be shared according to the ratio of $R_{\text{pm-\text{indq}}}$.

The angular frequency at specific sequences and orders are transferred back to the stationary reference frame ($\alpha\beta$). The direct and quadrature voltage drops ($\Delta V_{\alpha\beta}^{i}$) at different sequences and orders are transferred back to the stationary reference frame ($\Delta V_{\alpha\beta}^{i}$). The final voltage drop can be calculated as follows:

$$\Delta V_{\alpha\beta} = \sum_{i=1}^{5} \Delta V_{\alpha\beta}^{i}$$  \hspace{1cm} (9)

As the harmonic voltage drop is added to the original three-phase voltage reference, the harmonic RP voltage controllers are used for improving harmonic current output capability. In this sense, the different orders of positive and negative components of $d$-axis and $q$-axis output current components can be shared according to the ratio of $R_{\text{pm-\text{indq}}}$ in HOVR respectively. The relationship can be represented as follow:
\[ f_{p-q_{1}}^i R_{p-q_{1}}^i = f_{p-q_{2}}^i R_{p-q_{2}}^i = \cdots f_{p-q_{i}}^i R_{p-q_{i}}^i, \quad i = 3k + 1 \]
\[ f_{s-q_{1}}^i R_{s-q_{1}}^i = f_{s-q_{2}}^i R_{s-q_{2}}^i = \cdots f_{s-q_{i}}^i R_{s-q_{i}}^i, \quad i = 3k + 2 \] (10)

The inherent harmonic current sharing principle is similar to the fundamental analysis of original ACSC, the relationship between \( I_{5n+q_{1}} \), \( \omega \) and \( R_{5n+q_{1}} \) can be derived from (11), as shown in Fig. 9. The relationship between \( I_{5n+q_{2}} \) and different \( R_{5n+q_{2}} \) can be derived, as shown in Fig. 10. It can be seen that the gradient of the curve is changed according to different \( R_{5n+q_{2}} \), which means the corresponding current component can be shared proportionally.

\[ \arctan \left[ T_{\text{plant}} (j\omega) \right] = 0^\circ \text{ for } (1500, 1600) \] (11)

IV. SIMULATION VERIFICATION

To verify the validity of the proposed harmonic current sharing control strategy, a simulation model is established in Simulink/Matlab, which includes two improved ACSC-based VCIs, local linear loads and a rectifier-based nonlinear load. The positive and negative sequences of 5th, 7th and 11th harmonic current components are taken into consideration. The detailed parameters of the simulation model are shown in Tables I and II.

The simulation results of the proposed controller are shown in Figs. 11 and 12. At the beginning, DG #1 and DG #2 operate in parallel supplying a 3 kW linear load. At 1 s, a nonlinear load is connected to the common AC bus. The dynamic response is around 0.1 s. The ratio of the positive \( d \)-axis VR for 1st and 7th harmonic current components is 1:2, while the negative \( d \)-axis VR ratio for 5th and 11th harmonic current components is 2:1. The ratio of positive \( q \)-axis VR for 1st and 7th is 2:1, while the negative \( q \)-axis VR ratio for 5th and 11th is 1:2. As shown in Figs. 11 and 12, the different orders of positive and negative components of orthogonal currents can be shared according to their corresponding VR ratios.

![Fig. 11 Simulation results of the current outputs (phase a) of the two VCIs.](image-url)
Fig. 12 Simulation results of sharing positive and negative harmonic currents with the proposed controller.

V. CONCLUSION

An improved ACSC-based harmonic current sharing control strategy for the paralleled VCIs in islanded MGs is proposed in this paper. In this sense, fast dynamic response and large stability margin can be endowed to the system. Moreover, the harmonic current among VCIs can be controlled independently. Current components at different sequences and orders are decomposed by a MSOGI-FLL. A HOVR is adopted to proportionally share the current outputs at different sequences and orders. Multiple PR controllers tuned at harmonic angular frequencies are used to suppress voltage harmonics. Simulation results validate the performance of the proposed control method.
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